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Abstract- In order to minimize the adverse impact of channel noise one can introduce the equalizers with various optimizing
algorithms at the receiver side to achieve the better performance of the wireless communication system. Thus estimation the
channel will improve the performance of the receiver. Henceforth our aim is to use the adverse impact of channel noise using
LS and MMSE channel estimation in order to reduce the distortion that will help improve performance of the wireless
communication system.Computer simulations show that, in the case where the cyclic prefix is equal to or smallerthan the
channel length, MMSE performs better than LSE but at the cost of computational complexity. MATLAB simulations are used
to evaluate the performance of the studied estimators in terms of Mean Square Error (MSE) for LTE Downlink systems with
SISO.
Index Terms: OFDM,LS,MMSE
I. INTRODUCTION
Long Term Evolution (LTE) is defining the next generation radio access network. LT E Do wnlink systems adopt Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multip le (OFDM) and MIMO to provide up to 100 Mbps (assuming a 2x2 MIMO system with 20MHz
bandwidth). The performance LTE heavily depends on the accurate estimation of Channel State Informat ion (CSI), wh ich is
crucial for every commun ications.The complexity of MIMO channel estimation is infeasible for most low-comp lexity
receivers in practice. Hence, the pilots (reference signals) introduced in LTE have been chosen orthogonal to allow low complexity channel estimation for mu lti-antenna transmissions.
A. Previous works of Channel Estimation
Channel estimation techniques for LTE systems were carried out in many articles e.g. [1][4].However, in most of these
research works, the CP length is assumed to be equal or shorter than the maximu m propagation delay of the channel. But in
some cases and because of some unforeseen channel behavior, the cyclic prefix can be longer than channel length. In this
case, both ICI and ISI will be introduced and this makes the task of channel estimation more d ifficu lt.
Equalization techniques that could flexibly detect the signals in both cases in LTE systems are discussed in [4-6]. The
performance evaluation of the two estimators for LTE systems was discussed in many articles e.g. [1] [3].
B. Proposed Method
In this paper, we will focus on the study of the performance of LSE and MMSE channel estimation techniques for LTE
Downlink systems under the effect of the different environ ment condition and with mobility. The channel estimation based
on block type pilot arrangement is studied through different algorithms for both estimat ing channel at pilot frequencies.
Co mputer simulations show that, in the case where the cyclic prefix is equal to or small than the channel length, MMSE
performs better than LSE but at the cost of computational comp lexity. MATLA B simu lations are used to evaluate the
performance of the studied estimators in terms of Mean Square Error (MSE) for LTE Do wnlink systems with SISO.
The rest of this paper is organized as follo ws: Section II contains a Overview of LTE down lin k system. Section III presents
the proposed Channel estimation Techniques. Section IV contains the simu lation results and finally conclusions are presented
in Section V.
II. OVERVIEW OF LTE DOWNLINK S YS TEM
According to [1],[5], the duration of one frame in LTE Do wnlink system is 10ms. Each LTE radio frame is divided into 10
sub-frames of 1ms. As described in Figure 1, each sub-frame is divided into two time s lots, each with duration of 0.5ms.
Each time slot consists of either 7 or 6 OFDM symbols depending on the length of the CP (normal or extended).In LTE
Downlink physical layer, 12 consecutive subcarriers are grouped into one Physical Resource Block (PRB). A PRB has the
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duration of 1 time slot. Within one PRB, there are 84resource elements(12 subcarriers x 7 OFDM symbols) for normal CP or
72 resource elements (12 subcarriers x 6 OFDM symbols) fo r extended CP.
LTE provides scalable bandwidth fro m 1.4 M Hz to 20 MHz and supports both frequency division duplexing (FDD) and timedivision duplexing (TDD).Table 1 shows the different transmission parameters for LTE Downlink systems.
A. Reference Signal
In Baseband OFDM systems shows in Fig.1 (e.g. DVB-T), pilot symbol (called reference signals in LTE) are inserted during
subcarrier mapping in both time and frequency directions such that the receiver can estimate t ime -variant rad io channels. One
major enhancement in LTE is the introduction of mult iple antennas. Being different fro m the typical MIMO-OFDM channel
estimation problems [1], [13] in academia, the reference signals transmitted fro m mult iple antennas are orthogonal to each
other. As a consequence the channel impulse response between different Tx-Rx antenna pairs can be estimated indiv idually.
We therefore consider in our system model only a single transmit and a single receive antenna. The received OFDM symbol y
at one receive antenna can be written as [4]
y = Xh + w
(1)
Where the vector h contains the channel coefficients in the frequency domain and w is additive zero mean white Gaussian
noise with variance at the receive antenna. In order to estimate the channel, LTE systems use pilot signals called referenc e
signals. When short CP is used, they are being transmitted during the first and fifth OFDM of every slot. When long CP is
used, they are transmitted during the first and the fourth OFDM symbols. Fro m (1), the received pilot signals can be written
as[1]:
y = Xp Hp + wp(2)

Fig.1: OFDM system bl ock di agram [4]

Fig.2: LTE frame structure [1]
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III. CHANNEL ESTIMATION IN LTE
A.LS Channel Estimation
The Least-Square Error (LSE) channel estimator fo r sub-carriers on which pilot symbols are located, is given by [1]:
𝐻𝑝𝐿𝑆 =(𝑋𝑝) −1 𝑌𝑝 (3)
𝐻𝑃𝐿𝑆 represents the least-squares error (LSE) estimation obtained over the p ilot subcarriers. The remain ing channel
coefficients have to be obtained by interpolation.
B. Mean Minimum Square Error (MMSE) Channel Estimation
Minimu m-Mean-Square-Error (LMMSE) channel estimator requires the knowledge of the second order statistics of the
channel and the noise. It performs better than the LS estimator, but it requires higher co mputational co mplexity. The
LMMSE channel estimate can be obtained by filtering the LS estimate [1].
𝐿𝑆

𝐻𝑃𝐿𝑀𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 𝑅𝐻 𝐻𝑝 (𝑅𝐻𝑃 𝐻𝑝 +𝜎𝜇2 (XXH)-1)Ĥ𝑝
(4)
Where the 𝑅 𝐻𝑃 𝐻𝑝 is the autocorrelation matrix of the channel at pilot symbols position and 𝑅𝐻 𝐻𝑝 is the cross correlation
matrix between the channel at the data symbol positions and the channel at the pilot symbol position

Fig. 3: Downlink reference signal structure on one antenna port [1]
IV. S IMULATION RES ULTS :
MATLAB simu lations were carried out to evaluate the performance of LTE SISO downlink. The frequency flat fading
channel and frequency selective fading channel is used in wh ich we have consider flat fad ing channel and frequency selective
channel with low mobility and frequency selective channel with high mob ility. We have considered the extended cyclic
prefix used in LTE Do wnlink system. Remain ing parameters are kept same as that being used in LTE down lin k system. We
have considered SNR=0:20 d B. As the BER for the Mult ipath fading is simulated for the (no. of taps) L = 8, which is less
than the length of the CP, however if we increase the no of taps for the mult ipath fading then the resultant BER perfo rmance
is getting worse and more errors would occur.
Fig.4 demonstrate the simu lation result which shows comparison between LSE and MMSE channel estimation using
frequency flat fading with low mob ility. In this figure, we plot mean square error of LSE and MMSE channel estimation vs
SNR.
TABLE 1
A. Simulation parameters:
Bandwidth
20 MHz
FFT size
2048
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Pilot ratio
Guard type
Nu mber of act ive
subcarriers
Sampling rate
Modulation Technique
Channel type

¼
Cyclic Extended
1200
30.72 M Hz
QPSK
AWGN,Rayleigh

Fig.4: LS and MMS E channel esti mation for flat fadi ng channel

Fig.5: LS and MMS E channel esti mation for frequency selective fading channel
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Fig.6 LS E and MMS E channel estimati on using frequency selective fading and fl at fading channel

Fig.6 demonstrate the simu lation result which shows combine comparison between LS and MMSE channel estimation using
frequency selective fading and flat fad ing channel.

Fig.7: LS and MMS E channel esti mation for frequency selective fading using high mobility fd =100
Fig.7 demonstrate the simu lation result wh ich LS and MMSE channel estimat ion using frequency selective fading channel
with high mobility. In this Doppler frequency is taken as 100 Hz. Given the Doppler frequency we can calculate the velocity
of mobile receiver.
Fig.8 demonstrate the simu lation result which shows combine comparison between LS and MMSE channel estimation using
frequency selective fading and flat fad ing channel with and without mobility.
In figure 9 we used 50Hz, 100Hz and 150 Hz Doppler frequency and compare results in terms of M SE
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Fig.8: LS and MMS E channel es ti mation comparing all fading channel wi th mobility and wi thout mobility.

Fig, 9 LS and MMS E channel esti mation for di fferent Dopplerfrequency
V. CONCLUS ION
The channel estimation technique use pilot based block type arrangement. We used LS and MMSE algorith m. Fro m the
simu lation result we can observe that performance of AWGN is better than Rayleigh fading channel in terms of mean square
error (MSE). Range of SNR is fro m 0 to 20d B.The performance at higher Doppler frequency like f d =100 for Rayleigh
frequency selective fading channel also shown. MSE is more in high Doppler shift co mpare to lo wer Doppler shift.
Simu lation results shows that MMSE perfo rm better than LS.MMSE estimator require a prioriknowledge of noise variance
and channel covariance and its complexity is more than the LS estimator but performance of MMSE is better than the LS
estimator.
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